Canvas
Assignments and Rubrics

The Learning Innovations Team
Zoom Housekeeping

• **For questions**: use Chat or unmute your Microphone.
• **For nonverbal feedback**: Select Participants and use the icons at the bottom of the window.
• **Slides and Survey**: Provided via a link in the chat near the end of the presentation.
Today’s Objectives

• Review important canvas assignment settings
• Create a simple assignment
• Create and attach a rubric to the assignment
• Experience the student and instructor perspective
  – How students locate the assignment and rubric, and submit
  – Grading the assignment using the rubric
  – What students see after instructor completes grading
Important Canvas Assignment Settings
Assignment Index Page

• View all course assignments
  – An assignment is any graded course activity
• Organize assignments within Assignment Groups
• Use Assignment Groups to set up weighted grading
Plagiarism Checker: Unicheck

• Available for assignments set up as Online submission type
  – Text Entry
  – File Uploads

• Unicheck Instructor's Guide
• File Types and Languages Supported by Unicheck
• New Unicheck Report: Design and Functionality
Peer Review Assignments

• Available for assignments set up as:
  – No Submission
  – Online
  – On Paper

• How to Assign Peer Reviews
  – Manually assign
  – Automatically assign
Assignment, Rubric and Grading

Create and Employ

The Instructor and Student Perspective
Questions?
Resources

- Canvas Instructor Guide - Assignments
- How do I use the Assignments Index Page?
- What is the different between a Canvas Assignment and a Canvas Activity?
- How do I create an assignment?
- How do I use peer review assignments in a course?
- How do I manually assign peer reviews for an assignment?
- How do I automatically assign peer reviews for an assignment?
- How do I manage rubrics in a course?
- How do I add a rubric in a course?
- How do I add a rubric to an assignment?
- Unicheck Instructor's Guide
- File Types and Languages Supported by Unicheck
Thanks for attending!

Let’s explore the possibilities together!

aoi.li@wsu.edu
li.wsu.edu

How did we do?

https://tinyurl.com/WSU-AOI-EventSurvey